
PARIS: A campaign by coronavirus-stricken aviation
giants to persuade the world it’s safe to fly has been
questioned by one of the scientists whose research it
draws upon. Dr David Freedman, a US infectious dis-
eases specialist, said he declined to take part in a
recent presentation by global airline body IATA with
planemakers Airbus, Boeing and Embraer that cited his
work. While he welcomed some industry findings as
“encouraging”, Freedman said a key assertion about
the improbability of catching COVID-19 on planes was
based on “bad math”. Airlines and planemakers are
anxious to restart international travel, even as a second
wave of infections and restrictions take hold in many
countries.

The Oct. 8 media presentation listed in-flight infec-
tions reported in scientific studies or by IATA airlines
- and compared the tally with total passenger journeys
this year. “With only 44 identified potential cases of
flight-related transmission among 1.2 billion travellers,
that’s one case for every 27 million,” IATA medical
adviser Dr David Powell said in a news release, echoed
in comments during the event.

IATA said its findings “align with the low numbers
reported in a recently published peer-reviewed study

by Freedman and Wilder-Smith”. But Freedman, who
co-authored the paper in the Journal of Travel
Medicine with Dr Annelies Wilder-Smith of the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, said
he took issue with IATA’s risk calculation because the
reported count bore no direct relation to the unknown
real number of infections.

“They wanted me at that press conference to pres-
ent the stuff, but honestly I objected to the title they
had put on it,” the University of Alabama academic
told Reuters. “It was bad math. 1.2 billion passengers
during 2020 is not a fair denominator because hardly
anybody was tested. How do you know how many
people really got infected?” he said. “The absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence.”

IATA believes its calculation remains a “relevant
and credible” sign of low risk, a spokesman said in
response to requests for comment from the industry
body and its top medic Powell.

“We’ve not claimed it’s a definitive and absolute
number.” Wilder-Smith could not be immediately
reached for comment.

Closing ranks
While the pandemic has seen some airlines leave

middle seats empty to reassure customers, the indus-
try has opposed making such measures mandatory.
Plane cabins are considered lower-risk than many
indoor spaces because of their powerful ventilation
and their layout, with forward-facing passengers sepa-
rated by seat rows. Ceiling-to-floor airflows sweep
pathogens into high-grade filters.

That understanding is supported by simulations
and tests run by the aircraft makers as well as a US

Defense Department study released on Thursday.
The joint presentation with all three manufacturers
signalled a rare closing of ranks among industrial
archrivals, behind a message designed to reassure.
Sitting beside an infected economy passenger is
comparable to seven-foot distancing in an office,
Boeing tests concluded, posing an acceptably low
risk with masks. Standard health advice often recom-
mends a six-foot separation. Airbus showed similar
findings, while Embraer tested droplet dispersal from
a cough. Some 0.13 percent by mass ended up in an
adjacent passenger’s facial area, falling to 0.02 per-
cent with masks.

Dr Henry Wu, associate professor at Atlanta’s
Emory School of Medicine, said the findings were
inconclusive on their own because the minimum infec-
tive dose remains unknown, and risks increase in step
with exposure time. “It’s simply additive,” said Wu,
who would prefer middle seats to be left empty. “A 10-
hour flight will be 10 times riskier than a one-hour
flight.”

Nonetheless, a commercial jet cabin is “probably
one of the safer public settings you can be in,” he
added. “Sitting at a crowded bar for a few hours is
going to be much riskier.”

‘Superspreader events’
Scientists are poring over dozens of on-board

infection cases, as well as flights with contagious pas-
sengers but no known transmission. In March, 11 infec-
tious passengers on a five-hour Sydney-Perth flight
passed the virus to 11 others, according to a paper in
the Emerging Infectious Diseases journal.

Among those infected, two were seated three rows
away from a contagious passenger and one was six
rows away, suggesting that typical two-row contact-
tracing might have missed them. One sufferer on a 10-
hour London-Hanoi flight the same month infected 16
others including 12 in her business-class cabin,
according to a study by Vietnamese and Australian
academics.

“Long flights ... can provide conditions for super-
spreader events,” the study said, adding that its find-
ings “challenge” the airlines’ assertion that on-board
distancing is unnecessary. IATA points out that many
of the flights examined by scientists in published stud-
ies occurred before mask-wearing became wide-
spread and reduced infection risks. Its presentation
conceded that the 1-in-27 million statistic “may be an
underestimate”, while maintaining that in-flight infec-
tions remained less likely than a lightning strike, even if
only 10 percent of actual cases had made the count.
“That’s misleading,” Emory’s Wu said. “Thinking about
how hard it is to identify them, I wouldn’t be surprised
if it’s far less than 1 percent. The only thing I’m sure of
is that it’s a fantastic underestimate.” — Reuters
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Altice USA is a subsidiary of French tycoon Patrick
Drahi’s telecom and media empire. — AFP

Passengers wearing protective facemasks sit on a plane at Sharm el-Sheikh International Airport, following the out-
break of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), in Sharm el-Sheikh. —  Reuters

China’s economic 
recovery speeds 
up in third quarter
BEIJING: China’s economy powered ahead in the third
quarter, data showed yesterday, building on a strong
recovery from painful coronavirus lockdowns, while the
country’s crucial army of consumers picked up their
spending last month as they grow more confident. 

However, the expansion fell short of forecasts and
officials warned of uncertainty as the disease continues
to ravage other key markets, with the National Bureau of
Statistics saying “the international environment is still
complicated”. Having essentially shut down major cities
around the country to fight the virus, China’s economy
saw an unprecedented contraction in the first three
months of the year but with new infection rates being
brought under control it has seen a strong recovery over
the past six months.

That has put it on track to be the only major economy
likely to expand this year, the International Monetary
Fund said. The 4.9 percent growth in July-September
followed a 3.2 percent rate in the previous three months,
and is close to pre-pandemic levels.

The reading was helped by a forecast-beating 3.3
percent jump in retail sales last month, suggesting
China’s army of consumers are returning to shops and
restaurants, and travelling again. Industrial output also
beat expectations, jumping 6.9 percent on-year in
September. China’s communist leadership has hailed its
handling of the virus, giving experimental vaccines to
hundreds of thousands of people as it seeks to reframe
the pandemic’s origin story.

But long-term fears over jobs and a potential virus
rebound in China are weighing on consumer sentiment,
despite government attempts to reignite domestic
demand. Consumer caution -

“China built its quick recovery via stringent lock-
downs, massive testing, population tracking and fiscal
stimulus,” Nomura chief China economist Lu Ting said.
Other factors such as export growth and a surge in
demand after massive floods in the summer also boosted
activity in September, he added.

But “China is not absolutely free from the risk of a
second wave of Covid-19, pent-up demand will likely
lose some steam... and rising US-China tensions could
dent China’s exports and manufacturing investment”, Lu
said. OCBC Bank’s head of Greater China research
Tommy Xie told AFP that retail figures showed a positive
trend, suggesting “rising interest in big ticket items”, with
car sales a key driver of the spending rebound.

“But it will take some time for us to access how sus-
tainable this domestic demand is,” he cautioned, citing
that tourism revenues from domestic trips were still
down by about 30 percent on-year in the early-October
Golden Week period. “That will also be particularly
important for the upcoming growth, given China is now
promoting a... strategy where domestic demand
becomes increasingly important,” he said, referring to
China’s push to make consumers the key driver of eco-
nomic growth.—Reuters

Canada’s Cogeco 
rejects Altice 
takeover bid
TORONTO: Canadian telecom giant Cogeco on
Sunday definitively rejected an increased takeover bid
from Altice USA, citing the company’s “enviable” market
position and continued profitability under current own-
ership. Just hours after Altice USA announced it had
upped its purchase offer, Cogeco’s controlling share-
holder-Montreal’s Audet family-released a statement
saying they “unanimously reject this further proposal.”

“We are not interested in selling our shares,” said
Gestion Audem president Louis Audet in the statement.
“This is not a negotiating strategy, but a definitive
refusal.” The Audet family, he said, had allowed the
company to grow and prosper. “Today, Cogeco enjoys a
unique and enviable position as the only broadband
services company with a significant presence in both
Canada and the United States.”

He also noted that the company “far outperforms
those of either” Altice USA or Toronto-based Rogers,
which was set to buy Cogeco’s Canadian operations if
the deal went ahead. Altice USA, a subsidiary of French
tycoon Patrick Drahi’s media and telecom empire, earli-
er in the day said it had increased its takeover bid to
Can$11.1 billion ($8.4 billion) from the Can$10.3 billion
proposed in early September.

No deal? 
Altice USA was primarily interested in acquiring the

Montreal-based firm’s Atlantic Broadband US opera-
tions. Atlantic Broadband is the ninth-largest cable dis-
tributor in the US, and an acquisition would have
enabled Altice USA to add more than 1.1 million addi-
tional individuals and businesses to its customer portfo-
lio. A side deal would also have then seen Altice sell
Cogeco’s Canadian assets to Rogers, which already has
a significant stake in the telecom industry.

Rogers hoped to acquire a company whose activities
are concentrated in Quebec, where it has a smaller
presence. But the Audet family’s rejection on Sunday
now effectively buries the acquisition project. The com-
pany said in its own statement Sunday that if it did not
reach a deal by November 18, “this revised offer will be
withdrawn.” Altice USA CEO Dexter Goei had
described the “revised and enhanced” offer as “incredi-
bly attractive” for Cogeco. But he had also stressed the
need to get the support of Audet, Cogeco’s chairman
and controlling shareholder.

Altice USA’s sweetened offer had included Can$900
million to the Audet family, versus an initial Can$800
million, for their ownership interests. Created in 1957 by
Henri Audet, Cogeco is the second-largest cable dis-
tributor in Ontario and Quebec-Canada’s two most
populous provinces-where it provides internet, video
and telephone services. It is also present in 11 states on
the US east coast. — AFP

BEIJING: A woman wearing a face mask uses her mobile
phone at the entrance of Auchan supermarket in
Beijing.— AFP


